Pure tone pitch perception and low-frequency hearing loss.
Pitch perception for pure tones was investigated in a group of listeners with low-frequency sensorineural hearing loss. Pitch judgments from each listener were compared with results from psycho-acoustic tasks which provide information on the "place" of cochlear response. The pitch measures employed were: (1) binaural pure-tone pitch matching in a listener with unilateral hearing loss, (2) octave judgments in listeners with musical ability, and (3) pitch-intensity functions in other listeners. Cochlear place of response was inferred from psychophysical tuning curves (PTC's). Two distinct types of PTC's for low-frequency probe tones were observed. Three listeners demonstrated "abnormally tuned" PTC's. For these listeners the frequencies that were most effective at masking the probe were considerably higher than the probe frequency. The three remaining listeners demonstrated "normally tuned" PTC's. Listeners with abnormally tuned PTC's were suspected of having an extremely abnormal place of response for low-frequency tones; this response pattern being located more toward the base of the cochlea than in the listeners with normally tuned PTC's. Sensitivity thresholds measured in the presence of high-pass masking noise supported this hypothesis. Small pitch-frequency irregularities were observed in many listeners, although they were not consistently related to the inferred place of response for that frequency. The individual listeners' pitch judgments failed to distinguish between two types of PTC's. In particular, listeners who demonstrated abnormally tuned PTC's did not exhibit correspondingly large pitch irregularities. These results are difficult to explain on the basis of a classical "place" theory of pitch perception.